[Polymorphism of intron 2 of the SDF1 gene in Galloway, Hereford, and Russian Black Pied cattle].
The region of intron 2 of the SDF1 gene encoding a chemokine of the CXC subfamily has been resequenced in Galloway, Hereford, and Black Pied cattle. Five of the single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) that were earlier detected by other authors in various breeds of cattle in North America (99C/G, 128T/C, 206C/T, 267C/G and 313C/T) have been found. The 270insC polymorphic marker has proved to be monomorphic in Russian cattle breeds. Hereford cattle significantly differ from Galloway and Black Pied cattle in the frequencies of some SNP variants and their combinations. The number of SNP combinations in Hereford and Galloway cattle exceeds that in Black Pied cattle.